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Sunday, August 7, 2022, 19th Sunday Ordinary Time

Wisdom 18:6-9
Hebrews 11:1-2, 8-19
Psalm 33:1, 12, 18Luke 12:32-48: "HỄ AI ĐƯỢC CHO NHIỀU THÌ SẼ BỊ ĐÒI NHIÊU.........." (CÂU 48)

View Readings

AN OPEN-BOOK TEST
"By faith Abraham, when put to the test..." —Hebrews 11:17

By preparing our hearts to serve God each day, we will not be caught off-guard when the
time of testing comes (Lk 12:36-40). It will be second-nature, in fact, our new nature, to
"seek to serve Him constantly" (Ps 105:4). Daily we ask for the grace to "serve the Lord
with gladness" (Ps 100:2).

Each day, give to God your life, will, health, desires, hopes, and dreams. Then, when the
test comes, your daily practice has trained your nature to offer everything up to God. Our
Master's will is "known beforehand" so we "might have courage" (Wis 18:6) and be
"ready" when the test comes (see Gn 22:1).

God is "the Tester of our hearts" (1 Thes 2:4), and we are the students. He uses our trials
"to test [us] by affliction and find out whether or not it was [our] intention to keep His
commandments" (Dt 8:2).
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Life in Christ is an open-book test. We find the answers in the inspired Sacred Scriptures
and in the Sacred Tradition of the Church. We should set aside time each week to study
our faith, even daily if possible.

Prayer: Father, You never give a test I can't pass (1 Cor 10:13). Grace me to spend my life
preparing to pass every test You send me, that You may be glorified through my life.

Promise: "...known beforehand to our fathers, that, with sure knowledge of the oaths in
which they put their faith, they might have courage." —Wis 18:6

Praise: The risen Jesus is our hope. "That is why we read: 'Awake, O sleeper, arise from
the dead, and Christ will give you light' " (Eph 5:14).

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Rescript: In accord with the "Code of Canon Law", I hereby grant the "Nihil Obstat" ("Permission
to Publish") for "One Bread, One Body."

"In accord with the Code of Canon Law, I hereby grant the Nihil Obstat for the publication One
Bread, One Body covering the time period from August 1, 2022 through September 30, 2022.
Reverend Steve J. Angi, Chancellor, Vicar General, Archdiocese of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio
January 31, 2022"

The Nihil Obstat ("Permission to Publish") is a declaration that a book or pamphlet is considered
to be free of doctrinal or moral error. It is not implied that those who have granted the Nihil
Obstat agree with the contents, opinions, or statements expressed.

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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You can find One Bread, One Body archives, the letter to readers, OBOB eBook edition, and an
online donation form at http://www.presentationministries.com/series/obob

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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